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Abstract
The study of news values has been a significant area of research by media scholars and
linguists for decades. Language use in constructive news, however, is a recent area of
study. Little research has analysed news values on social media, and news values in
constructive news articles. In this investigation, I closely analyse the linguistic features in the
tweets of two news organisations, The Guardian and Positive News. This study shows that
Bednarek and Caple’s (2012) list of news values can still be applied to news on social media
today, in tweets by both mainstream and constructive news organisations.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1: Background
Most people today are consuming news instantly on social networking sites such as Twitter,
Facebook and Instagram – a recent report by Ofcom in 2018 demonstrated that 64 per cent
of UK adults consume their news via the internet, and social media is the most popular type
of online news, used by 44% of UK adults (Ofcom, 2018). It is with this that news
corporations predominantly use online media to distribute their news. Today there is much
more of an emphasis on posting articles on news websites, rather than in newspapers. The
Ofcom report found that newspapers were the least popular form of news consumption in
2018, and the number of people reading newspapers is constantly declining. News
corporations make use of social media by sharing links to articles on platforms such as
Twitter, and Facebook, enhancing audience’s active role in sharing and participating with
journalism today. Although the digital age has brought about news forms of public
journalism such as citizen journalism, Phillips (2012) suggests that online, major news
organisations still “obtain the largest proportion of audience share”. BBC News, Daily Mail,
The Guardian and the Sun are the “top news originators” today (Phillips, 2012).

Despite major news organisations still dominating news production, there is still great
competition from other news organisations, citizen journalists, and the public tweeting out
their own news. Therefore, news corporations must tweet or post stories that stand out to
readers scrolling down a social media page. They must make the most of the social
networking site’s affordances, using language that catches user’s attention and construes
the story as being ‘newsworthy’. For example, Twitter’s 280-character limit means that
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news corporations must manipulate their language choices to make the article sound
newsworthy to audiences. This includes encouraging them to click on the article link to read
the whole story. News institutions will usually tweet the headline of the article, often this is
reworded slightly, and will attach the article’s link to the tweet. Due to Twitter’s
affordances, the headline and the introductory paragraph of the article is in view when the
article has been embedded to the tweet. Social networking sites such as Twitter, are
therefore used by news institutions, as a platform to market their news articles, further
emphasising the impact of using language to persuade audiences to click on the link to
explore the full article. We have been discussing this phenomena of ‘newsworthiness’, but
how exactly can this be explored? Studying ‘news values’, is an interesting way of analysing
how language can be manipulated in journalism to make a story ‘newsworthy’.

The study of news values has been an area of research for academics for some time. The
first list of news values was produced in 1965 by Galtung and Ruge, and the most recent
notable list was suggested by Bednarek and Caple in 2012. Original lists of news values such
as Galtung and Ruge’s, were built upon an analysis of newspaper articles, whereas lists such
as Bednarek and Caple’s incorporated online news, acknowledging the digital age. There is
limited research on news values and their link to news on social media. One study by Harcup
and O’Neill (2017), however, included an analysis of news values found within the most
popular news stories published to social media in the year of 2014. This dissertation will
explore the presence or absence of news values within tweets by two news organisations.
Therefore, this study will offer new research to a field which is limited.
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A type of journalism that perhaps does not hold as much importance on the immediacy of
social media and the threat of other conglomerate news institutions, is ‘constructive
journalism’. Like mainstream news organisations, constructive news corporations such as
Positive News and Huffington Post make use of digital media, using their websites as their
main source of distribution, as well as using social networking sites such as Twitter to post
their articles to build and develop their audiences. Mainstream and constructive news
organisations both aim to make their news articles as newsworthy as possible; but, how do
their ideas about what being ‘newsworthy’ means, differ? An interesting area of study,
therefore, is analysing the language used in tweets by a mainstream news organisation and
comparing these to language used in tweets by a constructive news organisation.

Constructive news has been discussed amongst news values within papers such as McIntyre
and Gyldensted (2017:20), who acknowledge conflict and negativity as important news
values, and highlight that constructive journalism aims to challenge these. No research,
however, has directly analysed constructive news in terms of news values, especially on
social networking sites. In addition, most research into constructive journalism, discusses
constructive journalism from a psychological perspective, looking at the psychological
effects of reading constructive news, rather than exploring it from a linguistic perspective.
This research therefore takes a different stance to constructive journalism, analysing
language use in tweets by the constructive journalism organisation ‘Positive News’. The next
section will discuss the questions that aim to be addressed in this paper and the reasoning
behind them.
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1.2: Research questions
The research questions that aim to be discussed in this dissertation are:
1. How are linguistic features used to construe different news values in The Guardian
tweets and Positive News tweets? How are these similar / different?
2. How do journalists make use of Twitter’s affordances through language and image to
make an article newsworthy?
The first research question has been chosen because it allows for an exploration of the
linguistic features found within tweets by a constructive news organisation and a
mainstream news organisation. It will be interesting to see which news values are most
commonly found within each data set, and how each news organisation manipulates their
language use to construe different news values. I expect that there will be an obvious
distinction between the news values Positivity and Negativity within constructive vs
mainstream tweets, due to the positive nature of constructive journalism. I am also
fascinated to see whether the constructive news organisations’ tweets include other
newsworthy aspects separate from Bednarek and Caple’s list of news values, as these were
constructed based on mainstream journalism only. I expect that constructive news tweets
and mainstream news tweets will be similar in terms of news values Timeliness and
Proximity. The second research question allows for a possible reasoning behind the news
values found in the tweets – perhaps Twitter’s features mean some news values can be
construed more than others.
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We will begin with a section exploring previous literature on the topics of news values,
constructive journalism, and the affordances of Twitter as a platform. Next, a methodology
section outlines the steps taken for collecting and analysing the data. The analysis section
then discusses the most frequent news values found within the tweets: Negativity,
Personalisation, Proximity, Timeliness and Novelty/Impact/Superlativeness, and explores
the use of Twitter’s affordances by these organisations. The paper will conclude with a
summary of the main findings and limitations of the investigation, as well as suggestions for
future study.

5

Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1: News Values
2.1.1: The history of News values
This section will discuss the history of the study of News values, and previous
literature/research studies that have explored news values within mainstream journalism.

Scholars have offered several different definitions of news values, such as “the oftenunconscious criteria by which news workers make their professional judgements as they
process stories” (Bell, 1991:155), and “journalist’s internalized assumptions about what is
important to transmit” (Cotter, 2010:56). News values are defined by Bednarek and Caple
(2012:39), as “the factors that take an event into the news”, which summarises most of the
definitions that other linguists and media scholars have suggested.

The notion of newsworthiness has been a field studied by linguists and media scholars for
some time. The first scholars to produce a list of news values, were Galtung and Ruge
(1965). Their analysis of ‘the presentation of the Congo, Cuba and Cyprus Crises in Four
Norwegian Newspapers’, realized twelve news values: Frequency, Threshold, Unambiguity,
Meaningfulness: Cultural proximity, Consonance, Unexpectedness, Continuity, Composition,
Reference to elite nations, Reference to elite people, Reference to persons, and Reference
to something negative. This research and list of news values, however, have been criticised
since by several linguists. Harcup and O’Neill (2001:265) suggest that Galtung and Ruge’s
study had too much of a narrow focus – the news values were formed from an analysis of
only three crisis events, rather than ordinary events that are reported every day.
6

Bell (1991) took Galtung and Ruge’s list of news values and developed them, formulating a
new list: Negativity, Recency, Proximity, Consonance, Unambiguity, Unexpectedness,
Superlativeness, Relevance, Personalisation, Eliteness, Attribution, Facticity, Continuity,
Competition, Co-option, Composition, Predictability, Prefabrication, Clarity, Brevity and
Colour. However, as discussed by Bednarek and Caple (2012:40), Bell’s (1991) news values
are very broad in the sense that they include three classes of news values that are very
different to each other. For example, Bell lists “brevity” and “colour” as news values within
the class of “values in a news text”, but Bednarek and Caple (2012:40) argue that these are
more “general characteristics” of news articles, that do not have an important role in
participating to the newsworthiness of a story.

The most recent notable list of news values, then, are proposed by Bednarek and Caple
(2012), and are based upon Bell’s (1991) “values in news actors and events” class. Bednarek
and Caple’s nine news values and a short description of each, are listed below:

Negativity – Negative aspects of an event
Timeliness – the relevance of the event in terms of time
Proximity – the geographical and/or cultural nearness of the event
Prominence – the high status of the individuals (e.g. celebrities, politicians), organisations or nations
involved in the event, including quoted sources
Consonance – the extent to which aspects of a story fit in with stereotypes that people may hold
about the events and people portrayed in it
Impact – the effects or consequences of an event
Novelty – the unexpected aspects of an event
Superlativeness – the maximised or intensified aspects of an event
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Personalisation – the personal or human interest aspects of an event

(Bednarek and Caple, 2012:41)

Bednarek and Caple (2012) distinguish between two approaches to news values; the
cognitive approach, and the discursive approach. The cognitive approach sees news values
as a set of “beliefs or assumptions” that make something newsworthy, based on “mental
categories”, and not by linguistic evidence. The discursive approach, however, sees
something as newsworthy because of its discourse; the combination of language and image
to produce newsworthiness (p.44). Journalists manipulate their language use within news
articles to make a story as newsworthy as possible for audiences. This dissertation will
therefore take the discursive approach towards analysing news values.

Drawing upon this discursive approach towards news values then, Bednarek and Caple
discuss each news value in greater detail, based on linguistic features that participate to
construing each news value. The news value of ‘Negativity’ involves the discussion of “bad
happenings”. The most negative events such as “conflicts, accidents, damage, injuries,
disasters of wars” are more newsworthy than less negative events (p.42). However,
Bednarek and Caple acknowledge that positive events, or “’feel-good’ stories of the popular
press” (Conboy, 2002:174) are also newsworthy. Linguistic features that participate to
constructing the Negativity news value, include evaluative language such as “negative
evaluations of events, behaviour and news actors”, references to negative emotions, and
negative vocabulary (p.46).
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Bednarek and Caple suggest that the more recent or seasonal events are, the more
newsworthy they are to audiences, under the news value ‘Timeliness’. Linguistic features
that portray Timeliness include ‘references to time and place’ through the manipulation of
adverbs, nominal groups and phrases, prepositional phrases and verb tense and aspect
(p.52). These linguistic features can also participate in constructing the news value
‘Proximity’. The closer the audience are to the country, region or city discussed in the news
story, the more newsworthy it is for them. Further linguistic features that construe
Proximity are ‘references to the nation/community’ and first person plural pronouns. Both
“establish Proximity culturally and geographically” (p.52).

The next news value discussed by Bednarek and Caple, is ‘Prominence/Eliteness’, which
involves enhancing newsworthiness through referring to elite news actors such as
celebrities and well-known organisations/institutions, as opposed to referring to ordinary
people within the story (p.43). Using evaluative language that highlights an individual as
important, and using role labels (such as an individuals’ professional role or title), are
examples of linguistic features that participate to the Prominence news value (p. 46, 52, 53).

‘Consonance’, is related to certain stereotypes, often negative, that are held around news
actors, “organizations, institutions or countries” (p.43). Metaphors and similes that are
frequently used to describe a group of people, a news stories’ structure that is archetypal of
stories (such as hero vs villain), and words combinations that occur together frequently, are
all examples of linguistic features that construe the Consonance news value. ‘Impact’ is
another news value discussed by Bednarek and Caple. Events that have a global impact and
that strongly affect audience’s lives, are more newsworthy than events that have nothing to
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do with audiences. Linguistically, this news value is constructed through evaluative
language, adjectives that evaluate news events as significant, and ‘references to emotion’
when discussing the extreme emotional impact of an event.

‘Novelty’, has also been called Deviance, Unusuality, Rarity and Surprise. News stories that
“surprise us, are infrequent or rare”, interest readers more and are therefore more
newsworthy. Journalists will use comparative language, comparing an event to one in the
past, making it out to be bigger than anything that has ever happened before, as well as
using references to emotions such as ‘surprise’ and ‘shock’, construe Novelty. Bednarek and
Caple discuss how news stories “maximise or intensify particular aspects of events”, for
example “the people it involves, the consequences it has or might have, the numbers
mentioned, the size of things, the force of actions, the intensity of behaviour” (p.44).
Linguistic features that participate to construing Superlativeness, are metaphors and similes
that exaggerate a description of an event, comparative language, and references to ‘strong’
emotions. Bednarek and Caple highlight the use of intensification and quantification to
construe Superlativeness, through “devices that intensify number and amount, duration and
extent of time, force and degree”. Finally, Personalisation, is “giving a human face to the
news”. By using quotes from ‘ordinary individuals’, audiences can relate to a news story.
Mentioning proper names of individuals, their roles, kinship relations or physical
characteristics all participate to construing Personalisation.

2.1.2: News values and social media
Bednarek and Caple produced this list of news values seven years ago based on data taken
from online and print news. It will therefore be interesting to see how these news values
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can be applied to online news today, but more specifically, on social media. One study that
compared the use of news values on print news with online news, was Harcup and O’Neill
(2017). They closely analysed and used the method of coding 711 news stories taken from
newspapers for news values. Rather than using Bednarek and Caple’s set, they used Galtung
and Ruge’s (1965) set. They also coded the most popular news stories published to social
media during 2014 for news values. The main findings from this research were, in terms of
print news in more recent years, bad news, is still deemed as the most newsworthy,
bringing about the news value of Negativity, however, good news is still significant (p.1480).
Harcup and O’Neill highlight that often a combination of good and bad news is used more
recently in newspapers, often in the form of, for example, describing negative actions of an
individual but then describing the consequences of their actions that have a positive effect
on society (p.1480). This could be related to ‘constructive/solutions journalism’, a separate
category of news, discussed in the next section of this chapter. The study concluded that
“bad news is almost as popular a factor online as in print”, and the most common news
value found online is ‘Entertainment’. Stories that are “fun”, and that “brighten audience’s
days”, are more likely to be published on social media sites, because audiences are most
likely to share this type of news with friends. This study also highlighted the strong use of
visuals on social media news (p.1481). Harcup and O’Neill emphasise this notion of
‘shareability’, suggesting that perhaps this is a new news value constructed from the
influence of online news. Harcup and O’Neill conclude their paper with a new,
contemporary list of news values that they say is more appropriate to be applied to news in
today’s digital age. Several of these contemporary news values are reminiscent of Bednarek
and Caple’s set, such as “Celebrity” which is similar to “Prominence”, and “Magnitude”
which is similar to “Impact”. They also offer a distinction between news values “good news”
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and “bad news”, whereas Bednarek and Caple see “Negativity” as overriding “Positivity”,
which is not classed as a separate news value. Harcup and O’Neill also list “shareability” as a
news value (p.1482).

This section has discussed the history of news value study, concluding with a more recent
research study into news values on social media. This has allowed for familiarisation of the
framework of analysis for my own research. The next section will explain what constructive
journalism is, discuss the debate on the differences between constructive and solutions
journalism, and will describe previous research into the movement.

2.2: Constructive journalism
News stories in their nature, are usually very negative. A sub-section of journalism that aims
to challenge this, is constructive journalism.

Constructive journalism has been defined as:
“an emerging form of journalism that involves applying positive psychology techniques to
news work, in an effort to create more productive, engaging stories while holding true to
journalism’s core functions” McIntyre (2015:9).

The creator of the first constructive newspaper, Positive News, suggests that constructive
journalism is about “bringing positive elements into conventional reporting” (Dagan Wood,
2014). The creator of Positive News refers to ‘constructive journalism’ and ‘solutions
journalism’ as being interchangeable - solutions journalism, “points out what is right hoping
that someone can imitate it”, rather than “pointing out what is wrong in the hope that
12

someone will fix it” (Benesch, 1998:39). Other scholars such as McIntyre (2015) see
constructive journalism and solutions journalism as being separate movements, exploring
the similarities and differences between the two. McIntyre states that whilst constructive
journalism’s main goal is to encourage readers to better their well-being through using
“positive psychology techniques”, solutions journalism aims to promote “productive
change” through providing readers with solutions to social problems. McIntyre (2015) also
discusses a third movement, positive journalism, which aims to “affect readers’ emotional
states, improving mood and providing entertainment”, through the publishing of news
stories that are “happy” and “upbeat” (McIntyre 2015:87). McIntyre differentiates ‘positive
journalism’ and constructive journalism, through suggesting that constructive journalism
includes “the well-being model of the world”, which, would be inaccurate to completely
ignore negative information and events (Gyldensted, 2015). This is supported by the creator
of the first constructive newspaper ‘Positive News’, who says that the organisation focus on
“remaining dedicated to accuracy, truth, balance when necessary, and criticism” (Dagan
Wood, 2014). Solutions journalism, however, does not offer a solution to social problems,
but rather describes existing solutions. Journalism that offers a solution is constructive,
however a constructive news story does not need a solution (McIntyre 2015:16).

Research into constructive / solutions journalism is limited from a linguistic perspective.
McIntyre’s (2017) study looked at the effects of reading constructive journalism, exploring
participants attitudes after reading articles, and analysing how these attitudes differed
depending on whether a solution to the social problem discussed was present or not. The
study found that readers felt less negative after reading a news story that offered a solution
to a social problem. Reading a constructive news article offering a solution to a social
13

problem, however, did not make readers feel more confident in their ability to carry out
positive change, as they did not act upon this when given the opportunity to. Furthermore,
McIntyre and Gyldensted’s (2017) paper discusses the debate in defining constructive
journalism, the different branches of it, such as solutions journalism, prospective journalism
(journalism that focuses on the future), and peace journalism (when journalism sees conflict
as an “opportunity for human progress”) (Galtung and Fischer, 2013). The paper also
discusses how journalists can use positive psychology techniques to make news articles
more constructive, such as ‘PERMA’ – “positive emotion, engagement, good relationships,
meaning and achievement”. This involves journalists reporting on “who has solved a
problem, who has collaborated, and what has been gained from this”, rather than “who has
caused a problem, and what has been lost from this”. McIntyre and Gyldensted (2018:666670) suggest six ways that solutions journalism can apply positive psychology to their
articles: adding a solution-oriented framing of news, adding a future orientation, working
against polarizing dynamics, using constructive interviewing techniques, using data to
provide evidence for progress, and engaging and empowering the public through cocreating news production. This section has discussed research into constructive journalism.
The next section will discuss the features of Twitter that news organisations can take
advantage of when sharing their articles with audiences.

2.3: Affordances of Twitter
Gillen and Merchant (2013:51) investigate the features of the desktop version of Twitter in
2013. Despite this research being from 6 years ago, Twitter today uses most of the same
features. Twitter users are prompted to answer the question “what’s happening?”, which
can be found within a text box. The use of this question is appropriate for news
14

organisations wishing to share headlines to the latest news stories, however, users are free
to write whatever they want here. Gillen and Merchant (2013:51), consolidate the
affordances of Twitter into three ‘design modules’. Message actions, include ‘tweeting’,
aimed to be read by everyone, specifically a user’s ‘followers’. ‘Re-tweeting’, involves the reposting of another user’s tweets onto your page, and ‘replying’, involves communicating
with another specific Twitter user. Message conventions, according to Gillen and Merchant,
(2013:51), are features that can be used within tweets. The @convention hyperlinks to
another Twitter account, for example, @PositiveNewsUK, leads you to all the tweets posted
by Positive News. The hashtag, “pools tweets” into a category, for example, updates and
discussions on Manchester terrorist attack in 2017, a huge news event, were consolidated
using the hashtag #ManchesterBombings. Another affordance of Twitter, is its 280character limit. At the time of Gillen and Merchant’s research, the character limit was only
140, indicating that today Twitter is more flexible with allowing more content to be written
by users. Despite this, 280 characters is still limited, showing the importance of “precise
wording” within tweets (52).

Twitter, is a platform that is ‘multi-modal’ (Gillen and Merchant, 2013:52). Users can attach
images and videos to tweets, as well as embedding hyperlinks to external sources into
tweets.

This chapter has discussed previous research into news values, constructive journalism and
the affordances of Twitter. The next section will discuss the methods that will take place,
beginning with data collection, and followed by data analysis, to answer my research
questions:
15

1. How are linguistic features used to construe different news values in The
Guardian tweets and Positive News tweets?
2. How do journalists make use of Twitter’s affordances through language and
image to make an article newsworthy and to engage with audiences?
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1: Data collection
This section will describe the methods that took place to collect data, to sufficiently explore
my research questions. Data was collected from the online social media platform Twitter
(twitter.com). Tweets were collected from the Twitter pages of two news organisations: the
mainstream news organisation The Guardian, and the constructive news organisation
Positive News UK. The decision to use The Guardian’s tweets for the mainstream news
dataset, derives from The Guardian being branded “the most trusted newspaper in Britain”,
and “the most quality read news outlet” (Waterson, 2018). The Guardian has a monthly
readership of 23.5 million across all its platforms, more than The Telegraph, Independent
and The Times (Waterson, 2018). The Guardian is therefore a well-established tabloid
newspaper. Its Twitter account, @Guardiannews, has 2.85 million followers, and has over
190 thousand tweets. The decision to use Positive News as the constructive news
organisation of focus, emerges from it being known as “the world’s first positive
newspaper” (McIntyre, 2015:6). Positive News claim that they are “the only title in the UK
entirely dedicated to ‘constructive’ and ‘solutions-focused’ journalism”, and have a growing
audience – in 2018, the number of people visiting their website increased by 15% since 2016
(Byrne, 2018). Their twitter account, @PositiveNewsUK, has a total of 43.6 thousand
followers, and has over 31 thousand tweets. For The Guardian’s dataset, sixteen tweets a
day were randomly selected, over a period of a week, and for the Positive News dataset,
four tweets a day were randomly selected over a period of 4 weeks. This inconsistency is
justifiable, as Positive News recycle the same news stories each day, meaning tweets
needed to be collected over a longer period. The account also only tweets an average of 17
17

times a day. Therefore, there would not be an enough varied data to analyse. The Guardian,
however, rarely recycle tweets or report on the same stories, and tweet about 89 times a
day. Therefore, due to this, and Twitter stopping users from accessing tweets from a long
time ago, this was the best option for collecting the data. This meant that I had 112 tweets
from each Twitter account, 224 in total (see appendices), ensuring I had enough data for a
close analysis.

It was important that I considered ethical issues, however there were none relating to my
data collection method. As Twitter is a public platform, tweets by news organisations are
out in the public domain, and are designed to be read by people all around the world.
Therefore, there were no problems with data protection or privacy. In addition, the Twitter
accounts I used to collect my data from, are run by news organisations, rather than specific
individuals/members of the public. No data looking at replies or interactions with the tweets
will be collected, and therefore there are no ethical concerns.

3.2: Data analysis
This section will discuss the steps taken to analyse the data that was collected. The
investigation will mainly focus on research question one: how are linguistic features used to
construe different news values in Positive news tweets and The Guardian tweets?

To study this, each tweet in the data set was analysed using the chosen analytical
framework, Bednarek and Caple’s (2012) list of news values (see page 7 for this list).
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Qualitatively analysing each tweet against the framework, involved picking out linguistic
features and spotting patterns. These linguistic features were then coded based on the
news value, from Bednarek and Caple’s list, that they mostly conform to. The decision to
use Bednarek and Caple’s (2012) list of news values over the others discussed in the
literature review, came from the fact that the others are quite outdated - they were based
on data collected before the digital age. Although Bednarek and Caple’s set of news values
were not constructed around social media, they still incorporated aspects of online news. A
corpus-based method could have involved collecting a large data set of tweets and creating
a corpus using them, however, the decision to use a smaller data set to perform close
analysis of the tweets seemed more favourable, to carry out a direct comparison of each set
of tweets. The next section will discuss the findings from the study.
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Chapter 4: Analysis & Discussion
4.1: Research question 1:
This section separates into sections firstly discussing the news value in Positive News,
followed by evidence of the same value in The Guardian. Section 4.1 as a whole will consider
the first research question: how are linguistic features used to construe different news
values in Positive news tweets and The Guardian tweets? How are these similar or
different?

4.1.1: Negativity (Positivity) in Positive News
4.1.1.1 Positivity
A plethora of positive vocabulary can be found within the Positive News tweets, including
positive adjectives modifying nouns, such as “inspiring young designers” [68], “incredible
feeling” [69], “revolutionary businesses” [71] and “positive change” [32]. This pattern is
found in 25 of the tweets. These adjectives include a positive evaluation of the noun – the
journalist has used evaluative language to construe an event or social actor as having had a
positive influence on society. Other adjectives found in the Positive News tweets, include
word pairs “beauty and diversity” [55] and “a better and brighter world” [49], which
participate to creating a positive image in the reader’s mind, especially when the news story
is about celebrating the country’s nature or wildlife. This draws upon the positive
psychology technique discussed by McIntyre and Gyldensted (2017), ‘evoking positive
emotions’. As constructive journalism aims to “contribute to individual and societal well-
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being”. Using adjectives that participate to a positive semantic field, enhances positive
emotions, key in achieving this aim. (McIntyre and Gyldensted, 2017:27).

Verb phrases that construe Positivity include “provides support” [50], “aims to inspire”
[100], “make a positive difference” [49], “change the world” [37], “brings people together”
[3], and “sparked hope” [5]. The verbs “aims”, “change”, “make” etc, are all active verbs
that connote moving positively towards something. All 112 tweets by Positive News feature
language that I consider to be positive, whether this is through using positive emotions such
as “hope” [24], and “excited” [71], positive adjectives, or verbs. Whilst Bednarek and Caple
(2012) acknowledge positivity and positive news stories as being newsworthy, this is
discussed under the news value ‘Negativity’. Bednarek and Caple therefore see greater
importance of negative news stories than positive ones. Harcup and O’Neill (2017),
however, give positive news its own news value, ‘good news’, separate to a ‘bad news’. This
concentration on the use of positive vocabulary suggests that Positive News as an
organisation can be classed as what McIntyre (2015:87) calls ‘positive journalism’. However,
as discussed in the next section, negative vocabulary is also found within the Positive News
tweets, ruling out the possibility that Positive News belongs to this movement.

4.1.1.2: Negativity
Negative events are discussed in the Positive News tweets, including “the Parkland
shooting” [60], “hate speech” [79], “rhinos killed” [26], as well as references to negative
emotions – “pain” [59], “anxiety” [29], feeling “vulnerable” [28]. This demonstrates that
constructive journalists do not ignore negativity completely, suggesting that Negativity is
still a relevant news value today, even in journalism that aims to “bring positive elements
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into conventional reporting” (Dagan Wood, 2014). This negative language, however, is used
amongst positive vocabulary, to put the focus on the positive outcome of the story. This
pattern of a social issue or problem being described, followed or preceded by a solution to
this, or a fact that demonstrates progress towards the solution, can be found in 68 of the
Positive News tweets. An example, is a tweet that links to an article about Chelsea FC’s
attempts to stop racism in football clubs [77]. The tweet incorporates a quote made by a
spokesperson from Chelsea FC, that begins with a negative emotion “sadly”, followed by
evaluative language, that highlights ‘anti-Semitism’ as a “serious issue” in football. The
headline, which is also visual to readers, goes on to describe the club’s plans “to educate,
rather than ban, racist fans”. The verb “to educate”, is positive, and juxtaposes the negative
language “ban” and “racist” found in its context. A further example of this problem-solution
structure, is a tweet summarising an article about how anti-poaching campaigns have led to
a reduction in Rhino deaths [4]. The tweet begins with the statement that poaching is a
“continued threat to the endangered species”, a negative statement. Within the same
sentence, readers are faced with a positive fact; “the numbers of rhinos killed in South Africa
decreased by 25 per cent last year”. Despite this sentence including negative language
“deceased” and “killed”, it is positive when read amongst the rest of the sentence. This is
also an example of the use of a fact incorporating figures to demonstrate an improvement
towards a goal - McIntyre and Gyldensted (2018:688) discuss using data as a key
characteristic of constructive journalism, because it “allows for a possible productive
perspective about the future, and about society’s ability to get there”.

Contrastive vocabulary further constructs this juxtaposition of positivity and negativity; and
participates to construing the ‘Novelty’ news value. In a tweet linking to an article about a
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young woman who volunteers regularly for charity [18], the tweet begins with a quote, “we
have inherited lots of issues”. The noun “issues” is negative and this is magnified by the
quantifier “lots of”. This is followed by the conjunction “but”, and a reference to positive
emotion is followed – “I feel very optimistic about my generation”. This is another example
of this problem-solution structure. Furthermore, a tweet anchoring to an article about the
‘founder of organisation ‘Ministry of Change’ [40], includes a quote that uses juxtaposition
of negative and positive adjectives – “in some ways that’s crippling, and in other ways it’s
liberating”. Readers are likely to be drawn into clicking on this article, because they are
interested to see how being in a “wilderness”, and being “the first generation to face
uncertainty”, can be what the individual describes, as “liberating”. These findings therefore
suggest that constructive news organisations such as Positive News still rely on the
Negativity news value, to set the scene of a social problem, but use Positivity to counteract
this.

4.1.2: Negativity and Positivity in The Guardian
Negativity is constructed in the tweets by The Guardian, through detailed descriptions of
negative events and news actors, for example “fatal knife attack” [161], “stabbed to death”
[161], and “punched, beaten and dragged across the floor” [153]. These graphic detailed
descriptions of events demonstrate a difference between how the news value of Negativity
is constructed in news articles written by mainstream news organisations, and articles
written by constructive news organisations. Whilst Positive News used negative language to
describe some negative events, these included the deaths of animals, descriptions of social
issues such as the prejudice of social groups, and threats to the environment, except for the
articles concerning the “Parkland shooting”. Therefore, this demonstrates that mainstream
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news organisations such as The Guardian use negative language in tweets to encourage
social media users to click on the news article, highlighting the relevance of Negativity as a
news value, on social media today. This finding supports Harcup and O’Neill’s (2017)
research that found that ‘bad news’ stories dominate social media.

Furthermore, references to negative emotions found within The Guardian’s tweets, include
“Delhi angered by…” [122], “outrage” [149], “injury fears” [157], “depressed” [162], and
“thousands mourn” [191]. This description of negative emotional behaviour adds
personification to the consequences of a negative event, construing Negativity, because it
demonstrates the impact an event has had on people. Another pattern that can be found
within The Guardian’s tweets, is evaluative language that construes an event to be negative.
Examples include “malicious hoax” [121], “explosive allegations” [127], “chaotic Brexit”,
“Barry Bennell scandal” [169], “horrendous attack” [197] and “alarming downturn” [138].
These are examples of when this evaluative language is used within speech marks, signalling
that the evaluation comes from someone else rather than the news institution.

Only 4 out of 112 tweets by The Guardian have been identified as incorporating aspects of
Positivity. For example, a tweet linking to a story about break-dancing being recognised as
an Olympic sport [199], includes the phrase “a huge step forward”, the verb “hails” and the
verb phrase “goes down well”, when discussing the news event. This has similarities to the
use of positive language found within constructive news; discussing new improvements to
an issue. Another example of a positive article featured in The Guardian data, is a story
about a new video game by Nintendo [220] – language includes positive evaluations, “the
nominative delights” and the catchphrase “it’s a-me Mario!”, constructing a light-hearted
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tone to the tweet. Other articles use humour, for example, the rhyming in “fat rat stuck in a
manhole” [130], uses phonetics to evoke positive emotions. These stories may be classed as
“fluff news stories”, reminiscent of those found in what scholars have called a sub-section of
constructive journalism, positive journalism (McIntyre, 2015:87). However, there are only 4
tweets that have positive attributions, the rest are negative to varying degrees, highlighting
that The Guardian focus more on using Negativity than Positivity in their tweets. 21 stories,
have been noted as “neutral”, rather than positive or negative. These seem to be articles
reporting on football, political updates, the weather, and less elite well-known figures. Some
stories include the discussion of negative events, but these will be interpreted by audiences
as being positive. Examples include “motorist charged over death of two people” [188],
“plane hijacker shot dead after emergency landing” [192], and “teenage murderer of Alesha
MacPhail named as Aaron Campbell” [221].

4.1.3: Personalisation in Positive News
This section will discuss the presence of language features that participate to construing the
‘Personalisation’ news value. 44 of the Positive News tweets include quotes from ordinary
individuals. Sometimes the name of the speaker appears alongside the quote, such as
“…says South Africa’s minister of environmental affairs” [6], and “… - Anna de la Vega,
founder of the social enterprise @TheUrbanWormCIC” [43]. Other times, the quote appears
alone in the tweet, but the name of the individual is found in the headline or the lit
paragraph, or an image of the individual is anchored to the quote. The usage of images of
individuals faces or body parts can be found in 55 of the Positive News articles, and when
anchored to a quote, this puts a human face to the speaker, further construing
Personalisation. These quotes are predominantly about an ordinary individual’s thoughts
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and feelings about the social issue being discussed in the article, or include a quote from a
knowledgeable source that demonstrates progress on the issue. This personalisation is
constructed through the third person pronouns “we” [49], “us” [19], “our” [71], which
inclusively involves readers, also participating to the Proximity news value. An example of
language use that heavily construes Personalisation, is included in a tweet that features a
quote by a young woman who volunteers to help refugees [18]. They say, “I feel very
optimistic about my generation”. The speaker is referring to positive emotions, “I feel very
optimistic”, using the first person singular pronoun to show the quote is coming from an
individual rather than a group of people. Furthermore, the third person pronoun “we” is
anchored to “my generation”, and so readers who categorise themselves as being part of
this generation, will evaluative whether they agree or disagree with the news actors
statement. Bednarek and Caple (2012), suggest that quotes from ordinary individuals are
more newsworthy than elite individuals, especially when discussing social issues, because
they are easier to relate to. It was expected that most of the Positive News tweets would
use ordinary social actors as the focus of stories, because solutions journalism “points out
what is right, hoping that someone can imitate it” (Benesch (1998: 39). Readers should see
these individuals as role models and should be inspired by their words. This also suggests
that Positive News use their articles as a platform for ordinary individuals to speak out
about positivity.

Reference to individuals by name, can be found in 34 of the Positive News tweets, whether
this is in the tweet itself, the headline of the article, or the introductory paragraph. This
demonstrates that Positive News as a constructive news organisation, see the importance of
reporting about individuals, using names to “give a human face to the news” (Bednarek and
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Caple, 2012). Often the individual is construed as being ‘ordinary’, due to the use of their
‘ordinary’ role label or ‘ordinary’ occupation, for example, “photography and documentary
maker Alice Aedy” [22], “Positive News magazine subscriber @MarjoleinMR” [49], and
“youth worker Dave Linton” [92]. Proper names are likely to have been used because these
are ordinary individuals, and therefore unfamiliar to readers, whereas, if reporting on elite
individuals, only the surname may be used. This suggests that Positive News institutions do
not focus on using elite individuals; celebrities and well-known political figures, in their
tweets/headlines to entice readers to reading the full story. This challenges Bednarek and
Caple’s (2012) ideas of ‘elite individuals’ being more newsworthy than ordinary people,
which links to the ‘Prominence’ news value. This is an example of when the constructive
news movement challenges news values typically found in mainstream news. Bednarek and
Caple (2012) also suggest that well-known organisations or institutions, and officially
recognised authorities, are preferred over others, which can be applied to the Positive News
tweets. These news actors include “South Africa’s minister of environmental affairs” [16],
“conservation experts” [27], well known charities; “@wwf_uk” [65], organisations
“@TheUrbanWormCIC” [43], “@ChangingTunesSW” [51], “@Lightful” [69], “Ministry of
Change” [25], and “the Forestry Commission” [55]. Although these institutions are not
globally well known, they will be familiar to audiences who regularly immerse themselves in
positive journalism. This suggests that the application of Bednarek and Caple’s news values
vary depending on the audience who will read the tweets. Mainstream journalism has a
much larger demographic of readers than Positive journalism – tweets by The Guardian will
appear on people’s Twitter feeds through retweets and replies, even when they do not
follow the account. Users who see Positive News tweets, are more likely to be ‘following’
the account, or are actively visiting the page. Therefore, this suggests that what is
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considered newsworthy to the huge audience of The Guardian, will vary to what is
considered newsworthy to Positive News, influencing their language choices.

4.1.4: Personalisation (and Prominence) in The Guardian
The Guardian focus on using elite news actors to attract audiences. Only some of the tweets
include the use of proper names for ordinary individuals, who, similarly to Positive News,
are anchored to their role label in the headline or lit paragraph. For example, “AnneElisabeth Falkevik Hagan, missing woman” [114], “Don Miller, artefacts collector” [116], and
“Tom Ballard, UK climber” [123]. Most of the news actors included in The Guardian’s tweets,
unlike the Positive News tweets, are elite - global celebrities “Rihanna”, “Rami Malek”,
“Emma Thompson”, and UK celebrities, “Katie Price”, “Alan Partridge”, and “Phillip
Pullman”. Political figures are the most common news actors. The omission of first names:
“Trump”, “McDonnell” and “Corbyn”, signals The Guardian’s presumption that readers are
already aware of their full names as they are regular news actors in news stories. Well
known organisations, “UN”, “NHS England”, “NASA”, “CIA” and “RSPCA” are common news
actors, which supports Bednarek and Caple’s (2012) suggestion that the mentioning of
“officially recognised authorities” is more newsworthy with relation to the Prominence
news value.

4.1.5: Proximity in Positive News
This following two sections will discuss ‘Proximity’ in Positive News and The Guardian
tweets. Referring to the UK through prepositional phrases such as “across the UK” [25] and
“in the UK” [9] can be identified, as well as other phrases such as “UK species” [98] and “UK
phenomenon” [96]. This is expected due to the news organisation being based in the UK,
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and therefore large amount of their readers are likely to be from the UK. This is continued
as a plethora of the tweets anchor to stories about London, for example, an article
discussing “London’s supermarket” [2], “Belsize Park” (a borough of London) [2], “Londonbased” [33] and referring to “Londoners” as a social actor [97]. As the capital of the UK,
articles that describe events or social problems happening in London are deemed
newsworthy to readers, as Bednarek and Caple (2012) suggest that “the geographical
and/or cultural nearness of the event” enhances ‘newsworthiness’. However, within the
Positive News tweets, other locations are listed, including countries “South Africa” [4] and
“Australia” [52], “the Galapagos Islands” [12], and a discussion of a “Paris-based” event [8].
This suggests, then, that mentioning events geographically close to the audience, presuming
the audience of Positive News are from the UK, is not crucial. This could be generalised to
constructive news in general, however this would need more research. This supports
findings by Piotrkowicz et al (2017) who analysed news headlines on social media and found
that headlines which included entities geographically close to the news source, were less
popular than stories oriented towards global news. However, this was for mainstream news.

Bednarek and Caple (2012) highlight how references to the nation/community participate to
the Proximity news value, using the phrase “the nation” as an example of how language can
be used to imply that a small event affects a larger community. Within the Positive News
tweets, less obvious examples of this include references to “the world”, in “the current
world” [49], “a better and brighter world” [49], and “it can change the world” [40]. Further
examples of language use construing Proximity, includes the third person plural pronouns
“we” and “our” in “it’s something we can all do” [43], and “the beauty and diversity of our
landscapes” [55]. This directly addresses readers. Audiences are presented as a community,
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which is typical of constructive news, as McIntyre and Gyldensted (2018) suggest that
constructive news articles should emphasise “co-creation and empowerment” –
engagement with the public, to strengthen civil debate and empowerment.

4.1.6: Proximity in The Guardian
Reference to place can be found in 61 of the tweets. Prepositional phrases “in England”
[160], “near border with Brazil” [182], and “in South London” [180], set the scene for the
news story. References to the UK cities such as “Manchester” [177], “Birmingham” [161],
and “Crewe” [169], can be found in the tweets, as well as The Guardian reporting on global
stories, “US poverty”, “South Carolina”, “Cuba”. Therefore, like Positive News, The Guardian
do see the importance of using prepositional phrases and the proper names of places in
their tweets, but, these are not always local to audiences. This suggests that Proximity is less
important as Bednarek and Caple (2012) state.

4.1.7: Timeliness in Positive News
Section 4.1.7 discusses Timeliness in Positive News, and section 4.1.8 discusses Timeliness in
The Guardian. Bednarek and Caple (2012) suggest that the more recent the event described
in the news article, the more newsworthy it is. Therefore, it is expected that news
organisations will use language features that construe the story as being recent in their
tweets, in the hope that this will entice Twitter users to visit the article. Nominal phrases
such as “this year” [107], “this January” [112], and “last year” [4], refer to events that
happened quite recently, but these are not very specific and are not as recent as expected.
This could suggest that constructive journalists see less importance on reporting stories that
are more recent, due to the nature of topics and stories they are reporting on. Whereas,
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mainstream news organisations, report more ‘breaking news stories’. One tweet, however,
linking to an article about the anniversary of a shooting in America [59], features the
nominal phrase “a year ago today”. The adverb “today”, demonstrates Positive News’s use
of Twitter to promote articles on the day of publication, as the article itself does not
mention that it is the year anniversary of the shooting. This links to the immediacy of
Twitter, and shows how using references to time to suggest recency, is crucial to news
organisations. News organisations, especially constructive news organisations who report
on less ‘breaking news’ events, know that tweets are instant and are usually seen by
audiences within minutes of tweeting, whereas articles, can be read at any time. Another
example of this, is a tweet promoting an article about a specific day that trended on Twitter
[41]. This features the hashtag “#RandomActsOfKindnessDay”. Positive News have made
use of Twitter’s affordances to build audiences through linking their article to a category of
tweets written about the topic. This is an example of Positive News using language to
construe Timeliness on Twitter. Manipulation of adverbs is a further example of this.
“Currently”, is found in a tweet linking to an article about a collaboration that aims to help
people recycle bread bags [21]; “it is currently tricky to do so”. The adverb “now” occurs in
“experts now hope” [24], and the adverb “just” occurs in “just fell for the fifth year in a row”
[10]. The use of the adverb “just”, demonstrates that this has just happened. The adverb
“already” in “the #ReclaimSocial movement has already reached more than 14 million
people” [63], can be classed as evaluative language, that suggests the movement has
recently been set up, and signals that the movement reaching over 14 million people is
surprising.
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Verb phrases “sets out goal” [75], “it will help” [80], “to be added to smartphone keyboards”
[74], and “sets out to redress” [109], all point towards a change to happen in the future. This
is expected in constructive journalism, or more specifically, solutions journalism – describing
a social issue amongst ways that social groups or individuals have attempted to, or hope to
do, to reduce the problem. Another linguistic pattern found within many of the Positive
News tweets, is the verb “aim”, being followed by an infinitive verb, for example; “aims to
help” [108], “aims to challenge” [9], “aims to celebrate” [54], “aims to inspire” [97], and
“aims to save” [102]. The verb “aims” links to an individual or organisation’s plans to
approach a social issue. This verb combined with positive verbs such as “inspire” and “help”,
suggests a positive change. This reference to the future conforms to the news value of
‘Timeliness’, as Jaworksi et al (2003:46) says, references to the future increases timeliness,
and puts something on the news agenda.

4.1.8: Timeliness in The Guardian
75 of the Guardian news tweets feature third person present tense verbs. These include “R
Kelly leaves” [155], “Mauricio Pochettino says” [148], “UN investigates” [135], “Jury hears”
[126], “pollution map reveals” [131]. The use of the present tense makes news stories
newsworthy, as they imply that the event has just happened, or is happening during the
time the article is published. An example, is “US president and North Korean leader are
meeting to discuss” [139], found in the introductory paragraph in a tweet discussing two
political figures. The phrase “live updates” further emphasises the Timeliness news value.
Another example, is the use of the present tense in “firefighters tackle” [132], which has
been used even though the introductory paragraph implies the event happened
“overnight”. The Guardian tweets also use the past tense; however, this is often
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constructed to reflect the present tense. For example, “Bangladesh plane hijacker shot
dead” [192] features omission of the past tense – rather than using passive voice, “has been
shot dead”, it is simply “shot dead”. Another example, is “London council mocked for…”,
where “has been”, has again been omitted. In headlines, journalists will omit words that
have “low information value”, such as finite forms of the verb ‘be’ (Pajunen, 2008:8). This is
one possible explanation for these language choices. Another explanation is its participation
in making the article newsworthy through construing Timeliness. The Positive News tweets,
however, feature finite forms of the verb ‘to be’, suggesting that constructive news
journalists may see less importance of using ellipsis to make headlines as short and as easy
to read as possible. The adverb “still” makes a past tense seem present, in “still unclaimed”
and “still stranded”. As found in the Positive News tweets, The Guardian refer to the future;
“set for clash”, “is set to break away”, “economy could be”, and “to be captured in 3D”
[133]. Bednarek and Caple (2012) suggest that reference to the future construes Timeliness.

4.1.9: Novelty and Impact in Positive News
The Positive News tweets use language that suggests the organisation are providing
audiences with the latest information. The adjective “new” is used in “new research reveals”
[28], “a new photo series” [29], and “the new period emoji” [74]. When something is ‘new’,
it is not ‘new’ for a long time, which demonstrates that Positive News presume readers will
be reading their articles close to when it is published. This is especially significant with
relation to the immediacy of Twitter as a platform. “New research reveals”, featuring the
verb “reveals”, as well as “fresh figures show” [20], featuring the adjective “fresh”, are other
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examples of language that construes the news value ‘Novelty’. Comparison is another
linguistic feature noted in the tweets – “last seen in 1903” [23], “2018 was the first year
since 2012” [20], “pledges exceeded those in the previous four years” [112], are examples of
when “the current event is described as the first in a long time” (Bednarek and Caple, 2012).
Similar examples also participate to construing the news value of ‘Impact’. Adjectives in “a
huge step” [88], “a record-smashing 250,000 sign ups” [105], “an all-time high” [104], and
large figures; “thousands of” [78], “more than 14 million people” [63], “800 million women”
[88], all present an event as having had a large impact, making it out to be be bigger than it
may actually have been. Positive News as a constructive news organisation, therefore see
the importance of using language that participates to the Novelty news value, for
persuading Twitter users to click on the news article.

4.1.10: Novelty, Impact and Superlativeness in The Guardian
The Guardian place greater emphasis than Positive News, on using language relating to
Novelty, to make the articles newsworthy. 20 tweets incorporate the aspects of Novelty
that are suggested by Bednarek and Caple (2012). Examples include the verb “reveals”, in
“NHS England survey reveals” [138], “The Guardian reveals” [160], and “revealed: the
evidence…” [169]. Articles feature phrases “secret talks” [203] and “undercover footage”
[153], using adjectives, such as “exclusive” [217], that make the story newsworthy through
Novelty. Evaluative language also construes Novelty as well as Impact and Superlativeness –
adjectives in “explosive allegations” [127], “huge blaze” [132], “alarming downturn” [138],
and “record-breaking weather” [170], the adverb “overwhelmingly” [163], and the noun
“crisis” [135]. This suggests then, that The Guardian use language that construe the news
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values of Novelty, Impact and Superlativeness in tweets, more than the constructive news
organisation Positive News.

4.2: Research question 2:
This section will discuss findings relating to research question two: how do journalists make
use of Twitter’s affordances through language and image to make an article newsworthy?

Unexpectedly, only Positive News, makes use of the message actions described by Gillen
and Merchant (2013) in their tweets. 27 out of 112 tweets by Positive News feature the
@convention, and 8 include the hashtag (see table 1 below). Twitter accounts that have
been hyperlinked in the tweet, are either news actors who the article is written about, or
organisations or charities. The @convention allows for individuals reading the tweet, to visit
the profiles of those involved. For example, Twitter users reading the tweet about the social
enterprise “@streetvetuk” [47] and their steps towards helping the homeless, can actively
visit their page, ‘follow’ it, and can communicate with them if they wish to get involved. This
supports McIntyre and Gyldensted’s (2018) suggestion that to be more constructive,
journalists should “engage and empower the public”. Twitter is therefore a platform that
allows for constructive journalists to do this. In addition, four hashtags can be found in the
Positive News tweets (see table). These hashtags are personal - “FeedMe” [28], features the
personal pronoun “me”, and “FindAFlowerToLove” [57] is an imperative phrase suggesting
that an actor should “find”. This could therefore construe the news value of Personalisation.
The use of Twitter’s affordances, particularly message actions, enhances ‘shareability’,
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which Harcup and O’Neill identify as a news value in their refreshed list of news values
found on social media. The Guardian, however, do not use any message actions. A
suggestion as to why this is, is The Guardian is a much more established news organisation –
its Twitter account has 2.85 million followers, compared to Positive News’s 43.6 thousand,
and The Guardian produce a greater quantity of articles per day. Therefore, there may be
less need for new readers to be recruited, through for example, categorising articles on
Twitter through using hashtags in their tweets. A similarity between The Guardian and
Positive News’s use of Twitters affordances, is the use of multimodality. An image is
anchored to all 124 tweets, all relating to the article topics. Positive News uses more images
of individuals faces, putting a face to the news and therefore participating to the news value
of Personalisation. It can also be argued that the use of images in these tweets make the
articles newsworthy as they offer Novelty. The Positive News tweets on average use more
characters than The Guardian tweets.

Table 1: Message actions in Positive News tweets
Examples of use of the @convention in Positive
News tweets
@Dave_Linton
@JoshBabarinde

Hashtags in Positive News tweets

@marcus_pib
@wearemadlug
@WeAreVeganuary
@CrackedIt
@GrowWildUK
@samaritans
@ChangingTunesSW

#FindAFlowerToLove
#RandomActsOfKindnessDay

#FeedMe
#ReclaimSocial

@MamaAction_RSA
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
5.1: Summary of findings
This investigation has explored the linguistic features in tweets by two news organisations –
the mainstream news organisation The Guardian, and the constructive news organisation
Positive News. This research demonstrates that Bednarek and Caple’s news values can be
applied to news published on social media today. Evidence of language construing 8 out of 9
of the news values have been found in both data sets of tweets. However, there is not
obvious patterns of each news value. For example, no news value can be found in all the
tweets by The Guardian or Positive News. There is also no evidence that suggests that
Positive News and The Guardian focus on incorporating different news values to appeal to
their different audiences. However, this research provides evidence that suggests Positive
News is a constructive news organisation with a solutions focus. The main finding from this
investigation, is that ‘Positive News’, is not all that ‘positive’. Whilst the mainstream news
organisation The Guardian focused predominantly on Negativity in their tweets, Positive
News use a combination of Positivity and Negativity, but overall for presenting readers with
a positive story. In terms of the second research question, this investigation showed that
Positive news made more use of the affordance of Twitter; @conventions and hashtags,
than The Guardian, suggesting that Positive News have greater interaction with their
audiences. This could suggest that constructive journalism is increasing in popularity on
social media.
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5.2: Limitations and suggestions for future study
Limitations of the investigation, include inconsistencies with data collection – the tweets
from each news organisation were not collected over the same period, which could have
affected language choices due to similar topics being published. Data analysis which
involved coding for news values, was based on my own interpretation and analysis of
Bednarek and Caple’s news values. Therefore, if another linguist were to replicate my study,
they may come out with different results. Future study could involve a comparison of these
findings to other news organisations tweets, for example, 5 other mainstream news
accounts, and 5 constructive news accounts could be studied. However, the number of
constructive journalist organisations is limited today, which may pose a problem with data
collection. In the future though, more constructive news organisations may exist. Another
area of future study could be looking at how news values differ in tweets by constructive
news organisations compared to their other social media accounts, such as Facebook or
Instagram.
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